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F
 
rom paramotoring over the 
Himalayas and circumnavigating the 
British Isles on a jet ski to freefalling 
out of planes and crossing the North 
Atlantic in an inflatable boat, we’ve 

all been inspired by Bear Grylls’ escapades on 
screen. Perhaps you’ve dreamt of joining him on 
his adrenaline-fuelled quests – or wished for  
the amazing strength, stamina and agility he has 
to survive outdoor adventure. Well, wish no longer. 
We’ve asked Natt Summers – the PT responsible 
for transforming Grylls’ fitness – to reveal the 
innovative, functional exercise she uses to help her 
clients rise to any physical challenge – so you can 
have your most action-packed summer yet.

Get READY
She’s the woman who 
gets Bear Grylls fit for 

his challenges – now PT 
Natt Summers shows 
you how to prepare for 
adventure this summer

WORDS: Joanna Ebsworth
FOR ACTION!



OUTDOORS 
special

kWorkout revolutionk

When Grylls first walked into Summers’ Hungerford-based studio, 
Accomplish Fitness (accomplish-fitness.com), with his wife 
Shara, six-years ago, he cynically thought he was in for a ‘girly 
workout’. But, says Summers, it didn’t take him long to realise 
her ‘express’ method of training was far more effective than  
the 60-minute weightlifting sessions he’d been doing up until 
then. ‘One of Shara’s friends had bought her a gift voucher of 
PowerPlate workout sessions with me, and Bear came along 
having just returned from filming Man Vs Wild in the US, although 
I had no idea who he was at the time,’ says the PT. ‘For the entire 
session, he never stopped interrupting or asking questions, and 
when our 30 minutes were up, he asked why I wasn’t training 
Shara for a whole hour as that’s what he did. I said, “that’s great, 
but I only train people for half an hour”. He seemed perplexed, 
but returned with Shara the next day, and by the end of the week, 
Shara’s sessions were for the both of them, and it’s remained that 
way ever since, except for when he’s away filming and he follows 
videos I make for him.’

kBody transformationk

So just what was it about Summers’ workouts that got the  
former SAS recruit-turned-TV adventurer hooked so quickly, and 
ditching his old exercise habits overnight?

‘He just loved the style and variety of them, having never 
trained that way before,’ she explains. ‘My method mixes Tabata 
and HIIT interval training with whole-body, multi-joint moves that 
work muscles in various planes of movement using bodyweight 
or kettlebells, often performed on a PowerPlate to challenge the 
body further. He soon realised there was no point training for  

60 minutes when you could be totally fatigued in 26.’
Express training also fitted in perfectly with Grylls’ hectic 

filming schedule, and the transformational results 
he got within weeks solidified his commitment. 

Summers says he went from being ‘a bit 
rounded and struggling to build muscle’  
(as documented in his ‘before’ pictures 
featured in their No. 1 best-selling fitness 
guide, Your Life – Train For It), to being 
leaner, stronger and more flexible, so his 

Get READY

NATT SUMMERS’ 
TRAINING TIPS 

 

l Aim to work out for 30 minutes, 

accumulative through the day or as a 

block, three-to-five times a week (it’s 

your life so make it suit your day).

l Train outdoors.

l Always train with purpose and at an 

intensity level above seven out of 10.

l Forget technology; just go on how 

you feel.

l Who cares what you look like  

as long as you can move  

safely and freely?

l Most importantly – use your 

imagination, anything is possible!
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Find two lampposts. Sprint from lamppost 

A to lamppost B five times. At the end  

of each sprint, complete the following 

exercises at maximum intensity. Repeat  

the whole squence two to five times, 

depending on how much time you have.

pay-as-you-go business thrived, as clients 
came to depend on her to keep them  
sane and well through the stresses of losing 
their jobs.

 kA new methodk

But it wasn’t until two clients who trained together in 
a lunchtime slot fell out and couldn’t agree who would 

retain Summers’ services that she discovered the 
functional express training method she is now 

famous for: ‘I split their hour in half, training 
them separately, and within six weeks both 
their results had gone through the roof. This 
led me to look into interval training methods 
and the effects different-length rest periods 
could have on heart rate when these 

methods were hardly known. 
‘I did masses of research and 

experimentation on functional exercises that 
worked loads of muscles at the same time for 

maximum results, when conventional training still 
encouraged doing basic moves such as lunges  

and biceps curls separately. 
‘For me, functional fitness is about getting 

your  body to move as one unit so it can  
do everything you ask of it – from climbing  
and jumping to being able to pull and  
push your own bodyweight so you  
can complete daily activities or more 

adventurous ones – rather than specifically 
training to be able to carry your shopping, run 

for a bus, or lift your child.’

kEscape the gymk

The definition of ‘functional fitness’, according 
to Summers, is being massively redrafted 
within the fitness industry right now. Rather 
than focusing on exercises that help you 
carry out regular daily activities, it now also 
means your workouts should fit in with your 

life. ‘Training in a gym is restrictive for many 
people; many drive or get public transport to 

the gym, wasting valuable time to get active  
as soon as they leave their home or workplace,’ 

she says. ‘You get stressed simply trying to get there 

adventures became more effortless. ‘His stride 
increased; his jumping ability went through  
the roof; and his balance and coordination 
improved massively as he became stronger  
at transferring his weight in multiple directions 
– which is handy when you’re swinging from  
one vine to the next or jumping across rivers,’  
adds Summers.

But for Grylls, the biggest improvement was seen  
and felt in his back, which he broke in 1996 during a 
parachuting accident. Summers’ whole-body moves 
encouraged greater spinal flexion and recruitment 
of the core, so his back got stronger, ached  
less, and allowed him to move more freely.  
No wonder he credits Summers as the woman 
who ‘revolutionised’ his fitness.

kEpic trainingk

Following the success of their book, Grylls and 
Summers started their own fitness company, BG Epic 
Training (bgepictraining.com), opening several warehouse-
sized gyms in the UK, with intentions to go global 
soon. Their philosophy is to change the way people 
think about fitness with integrative, adaptable 
workouts that fit into people’s daily lives. But 
that’s not all Summers, 39, has planned.

‘My clients mean everything, so I still teach 
Monday to Friday at my one-on-one studio, 
while doing BG Epic Training stuff at the 
weekends,’ she says. ‘Plus, I run fitness retreats 
and have a boutique studio in Chilton offering 
HIIT, yoga and boxing classes. And I’m opening a 
bigger, more luxurious premises called The Good Life 
Collective, where I’ll choreograph all the programmes and 
recruit instructors to lead classes – I have to expand  
as I’ve got waiting lists.’

It’s a great success story, considering Summers 
only fell into fitness after falling pregnant at 27  
– gaining five and a half stone in the process 
due to gestational diabetes – and decided to 
become a PT when other trainers told her she 
would never get her pre-pregnancy body back 
(she did, by the time she qualified a year later). 
After teaching in local gyms, she took a gamble 
when the recession hit by opening her own 
premises. Realising her clients wouldn’t be able to 
afford expensive gym fees plus her services on top, her 

‘Try my 
workout!’
Pavement run to  

the bridleway into  
off-road sprint drills 
changing the speed  

as and when the 
foliage changes.

It can continue  
like this, but  

more often or not  
I am seen pegging it  
back home at speed  

to meet a client!

Outdoor box  
jumps at footpath  

gate (8 minimum). Low 
crawl sequence up steep 
incline. Descend doing 
cartwheels, alternating 

sides as I enter  
the common. 

Push-up burpees  
to match the number  

of cows in sight, before 
some back walkover 

practice down  
the larger  

tree trunks.

NATT’S URBAN WORKOUT
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Squat down then, 
jump up to reach 
and tap the 
lamppost.  
Try to beat how  
high you tap  
every time.

10 single-leg 
squats. 
Alternate 
sticking your 
right and left 
leg straight 
out in front.

With your back to 
the lamppost, 
walk your legs up 
to a handstand. If 
feeling confident, 
add a handstand 
push-up!

Upper-body hold. 
Hug the lamppost, 
lifting your feet 
off the ground.
Climb up using 
your upper body 
only if you can.

10 reverse lunges. 
Lunge right and 
left, taking your  
rear foot up onto 
the lamppost  
each time. 

and commit to your workouts, while 
missing out on the numerous health 
benefits of exercising outdoors; 
plus, you’re restricted by the 
equipment or classes on offer, and 
by the four walls and people 
surrounding them.

‘For women who aren’t great at 
putting themselves first, you get 
much better cumulative results 
doing a couple of four-minute bursts 
of exercise throughout the day, any 
time, any place, six days a week, 
rather than struggling to get to the 
gym three days a week.’

Exercising outdoors also means 
you get to be more physically and 
mentally creative, as you work out 
what moves you can perform in your 
surroundings. ‘Don’t search for a 
park bench every time you want to 
do step-ups, press-ups or triceps 
dips,’ advises Summers, who loves 
coasteering, river canoeing and 
hiking in her spare time. 

‘Have fun hurdling over styles, 
trying handstand press ups against 
a statue, or doing interval sprints 
from one tree to another – there’s 
something so playful and freeing 
when you get outside and push your 
boundaries. And by shaking up your 
routine and keeping your body 
guessing every single workout, 
you’ll gain optimum shape-up 
benefits too.’ n

Functional 
fitness is 

getting your 
body to move 

as one unit

Lamppost drills can be a really great workout in the urban environment, says Summers. ‘Here 
is an example of how to complete a functional HIIT workout, literally on your doorstep’.

Grylls believes Summers 
revolutionised his fitness

k
TRY A BRAND  

NEW BEAR GRYLLS 
SURVIVAL RACE! 

VISIT: BEAR 
GRYLLSSURVIVAL 

RACE.COM
 


